
Product description

decorative Silver wall Mirror with beveled shapes 1.8mm 6mm
4mm thick

 Material:  high quality float glass; Italy paint
 Thickness:  2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm，etc
 color:  clear Bronze ， Euro bronze, gold grey ，etc

 Shape:
no box, cut each customer's needs, like circle,
square,
rectangle, and so on.

 Edgeworks:  /C-/pencil round  edge; flat/smooth edges,
and so on.

 Paint color:   grey, yellow, green, etc.



Merchandise show

 

 Silver mirror: clear float glass or glass, and modern mirror devices
combine, 

producing high-quality, competitive priced quality mirror.



Silver mirror: mirror adds a sense of depth to any mirror and 

aluminum or silver floating mirror room.



Silver mirror: those shapes and sizes can be designed and produced
according to customer needs.

Packaging and delivery



Staggered between two pieces of paper packaging: standard seaworthy
wooden case



Delivery:At first glance within 15 days after receipt of 30% deposit or
the L/C

Certifications

      Our products have passed ISO 9001, ISO14001, KS, CCC, CE and
SGS, TUV, etc. We cooperate with a number of well-known enterprises,
products are exported to more than 80 countries around the world. We 

have the confidence to pass any quality testing and tests, hopes to
establish a long-term business relationship with you!

Frequently asked questions
1. What is your minimum order quantity?
    Our minimum order quantity is 1 * 20GP. Different dimensions and
specifications of the products can be mixed in a container.

2. you are a manufacturer or trading company?
    We are a manufacturer of glass and glass products, and we have our
own factory and advanced production line.

3. can I sample to check your number, please?
    Yes you can provide samples for your reference.



4. can you as custom production work?
    Yes, we can according to your requirements of the product.

About us

    As manufacturers and suppliers of the best mirrors and glass
products for 6 years one of the most famous brands in the world. Has
more than 10 years experience of mirror glass, 300 qualified concrete
and QC personnel and workers, scores of import equipment and
production lines with enthusiasm and professional sales. Our main
products are mirror, silver mirror, aluminum mirrors, bathroom
mirrors, decorative mirrors, mirror processing, security mirrors,
colored mirrors, tempered glass and glass.
      For further information, there are some contacts in the following
manner:

Customers are our top priority!

If you contact us, we will be very grateful!



Related products
Processing mirror             Color mirror

Tempered glass                Mirror in the bathroom

http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Wholesales-Processing-Mirror-glass-of-Hi_60584742250.html
http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/custom-shape-Colored-Mirror-tinted-glass_60584804656.html
http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/bright-decorative-glass-Tempered-Glass-with_60583894183.html
http://http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/waterproof-clear-color-Bathroom-aluminum-Mirror_60611746435.html

